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KEY INSIGHTS

The essays in this collection of global insights are the product of six workshops held by the 
International Forum for Democratic Studies during the spring and summer of 2020. These 
workshops—which gathered civil society representatives, journalists, academics, researchers, 
donor organizations, and policymakers—aimed to assess the likely challenges that the COVID-19 
pandemic would pose to the democratic nature of the “information space,” or the broad public 
square in which societies exchange information and debate ideas. Key insights include:

COVID-19 and the Future of Media Sustainability:

 y The COVID-19 pandemic compounded trends adversely affecting media revenue world-
wide. Even leading media outlets announced layoffs and are struggling to sustain them-
selves.

 y Many news outlets are finding new audiences and revenue through business-to-business 
services, nonprofit vehicles for receiving philanthropic funding, joint production and distri-
bution efforts, and new means of digital distribution such as publishing directly to popular 
messaging applications.

Authoritarian Disinformation and Media Influence:

 y Outlets funded by Moscow, Beijing, Tehran, and other authoritarian regimes with inter-
national reach are using biased and inaccurate reporting alongside “COVID diplomacy” to 
undermine the reputation of democracy.

 y The best solution for these challenges is not to prohibit media from authoritarian states, 
but instead to increase support for fact-based, high-quality media outlets.

 y The Russian and Chinese governments increasingly deploy similar tactics and narratives in 
their information operations. This is happening at a time of broader strategic engagement 
between the two authoritarian regimes.

 y Democracies can respond to this challenge by better understanding where authoritarian 
disinformation efforts overlap, then focusing on efforts to encourage greater societal resil-
ience in those areas.

Fact-checking Innovations and the Pandemic:

 y Fact-checking during a pandemic touches on issues of life or death, even as fact-checkers 
struggle to keep pace with the speed and scale of disinformation in digital environments.

 y Fact-checkers are adapting to this challenge through new methods such as automation 
and crowdsourcing, as well as through new partnerships between fact-checkers, research-
ers, and policymakers.
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COVID-19 and the Weaknesses of the Digital Information Space:

 y The COVID-19 pandemic reinforced the notion that, in the social media age, the most use-
ful news, reporting, and insights often cannot outpace misleading or sensational content.

 y This development only compounds the need for researchers to ask questions that reveal 
how average citizens reckon with mis- and disinformation, what role platforms play, and 
what can be done to protect the information space.

 y Researchers and civil society should seek ways to improve communication from public 
interest actors and new models for curating knowledge and information online.

 y Nascent efforts allow actors from a wide array of sectors to specialize and could provide 
valuable, shared access to essential resources such as platform data. These efforts should 
be encouraged. 

Governing the Intersection of Public Health, Big Tech, and Privacy:

 y As democratic and authoritarian governments alike turned to technology to respond to 
COVID-19, a chorus of actors raised relevant questions about privacy and other implica-
tions for citizens. 

 y If tech-enabled COVID-19 interventions are incompatible with key principles of human 
rights and democracy, transparent joint governance by government, rights watchdogs,  
and the private sector is the best way to resolve tensions between measures to protect 
public health, oversight of technology, and respect for citizens’ rights and freedoms.
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A robust information space is a crucial part of democracy’s immune 
system. When high-quality, fact-based journalism thrives and 
informed citizens can freely deliberate, democracy can flourish. 

When the information space weakens, however, opportunistic 
infections set in.

Beginning in June 2020, the International Forum for Democratic Studies at the National 
Endowment for Democracy convened a series of virtual workshops on how the COVID-19 
pandemic is affecting the integrity of this crucial democratic organ. The essays in this inau-
gural collection of Global Insights are the result of those workshops. Select experts from civil 
society, media, government, and donor sectors around the world discussed the health of the 
information space and its post-COVID future. They were asked to describe how civil society 
and independent media could weather the pandemic and also rise to the challenge of restor-
ing a vibrant public square despite adverse political, economic, and technological trends.

Where to start? One place is the diminished revenue for fact-based, independent, high-qual-
ity, public interest journalism. After years of declining revenue, the COVID-19 pandemic sent 
the media industry into worldwide freefall. One international study found that 40 percent of 
media outlets planned to cut jobs after the new coronavirus spread globally.1

Dapo Olorunyomi, the publisher and editor-in-chief of the Nigerian newspaper Premium 
Times, points out in his essay that public interest journalism has never been a quick path 
to wealth, but was at one time a sustainable business. Now it struggles to merely survive. 
As the COVID-19 pandemic brings news of closures and layoffs across the industry, inde-
pendent media must seek innovative paths to sustainability, including creative means of 
garnering philanthropic support for investigative reporting, original delivery mechanisms 
such as newspapers published entirely on WhatsApp, or new means of leveraging journal-
istic expertise into business-to-business services. Olorunyomi lays out an impressive list of 
experimental approaches to newsroom funding across the African continent.

Globally, independent media’s retreat is ceding space to profit-driven sensationalism and 
politically motivated efforts to manipulate and mislead publics. Writing from Latin America, 
Vladimir Rouvinski, a professor at ICESI University in Colombia, describes the way that 
the space vacated by independent media has been taken up by state-subsidized broadcast 
outlets sponsored by authoritarian regimes from beyond that region. This trend is especially 
acute with regards to reporting on international affairs. Over the course of the pandemic, 
media outlets owned by the Russian, Chinese, and Iranian governments have used conspir-
acy theories, bad faith arguments, half-truths, and coverage out of context—what might, 
taken together, broadly be called disinformation—to play up their domestic responses to 
the new coronavirus and their contributions to international relief efforts, while arguing that 
liberal democracies are unsuited to meet the challenge (or may even have created the virus 
in the first place).2 
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The authoritarian media outlets Rouvinski describes existed long before the COVID-19 
pandemic. More novel is evidence of their growing coordination.3 Andrea Kendall-
Taylor, director of the Transatlantic Security Program at the Center for a New American 
Security, describes signs that Moscow and Beijing may be coordinating their information 
operations—or, at least, that their operations complement one another in ways that are 
mutually beneficial and more corrosive than either country could accomplish alone. Both 
Rouvinski and Kendall-Taylor’s suggestions for responding to coordinated cross-border 
disinformation include expanded resources for local media outlets, researchers, and other 
information professionals who are struggling against the twin headwinds of diminished 
finances and authoritarian alternatives. This support could come, for example, in the form 
of subsidized newswire subscriptions or funding for research into the narrative overlap 
between information operations, so policymakers might better identify the areas where 
corrective information is most sorely needed. 

Of course, not all—or even most of—the mendacious actors in the COVID-era information 
space are authoritarian powers reaching across borders. Some are commonplace digital 
grifters, and others are domestic political actors looking for advantage. On the front line 
against these challenges are fact-checking organizations. Demand for their work has never 
been higher: at the time of this writing, the International Fact-Checking Coalition, working 
across seventy countries in forty languages, has published nearly ten-thousand fact-checks 
since the start of the pandemic.4 Yet fact-checking still struggles to keep pace with digital 
disinformation—and speed is not the only challenge. Another concern is the way in which 
human beings seek out and respond to novel information, often welcoming that which is 
politically convenient and discarding the rest.5 And there is always the challenge of making 
sure, when publishing a fact-check, that the people who were exposed to the untruth also 
see the correction.

What can fact-checkers do to continue upping their game? Will Moy, chief executive of 
the UK fact-checker Full Fact, offers some suggestions based on recent experience. One 
method is attempting to gain scale through automation.6 Another is experimenting with 
crowd-sourced fact-checking.7 Yet another is what some fact-checkers are calling “next-gen-
eration” fact-checking, moving from “publish and pray”—putting out corrective information 
and hoping it sticks—to “publish and act,” advocating to policymakers for improvements to 
the media ecosystem.8 By working across borders, fact-checkers can learn from each other’s 
experiences and prepare for shared emergencies. They also possess an asset of great 
interest to researchers and policymakers: a tremendous trove of data about falsehoods and 
where they appear online.

In the simplest terms, support for public interest journalism and fact-checking are ways 
of amplifying “good” content while minimizing the impact of “bad” content. But the “good-
to-bad” ratio is not the only change ailing the information space. The systems which curate 
content have also changed, from print and broadcast media to a disparately connected 
internet to, most recently, social media platforms and the tech companies that own them. 
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Joan Donovan, research director at Harvard’s Shorenstein Center, describes what has gone 
wrong with the curation of knowledge on the internet today. During a global pandemic, the 
public found itself frantically searching for guidance in an information ecosystem “where 
conspiracy and medical misinformation thrive.” Insights from medical experts often failed to 
rise above the muck of scam products, scientifically unfounded claims, and political polemic. 
This is a tragic outcome: the internet was supposed to exponentially expand humanity’s 
access to knowledge, not lethal pseudoscience. 

The frustrations with the distortions promoted by social media companies and the 
algorithmic amplification of mis- and disinformation have been thoroughly documented.9 
It is essential that observers in this field offer more than mere criticism of the current state 
of affairs. Donovan’s essay suggests that too much research today focuses on monitoring 
and detection, essentially amounting to “glorified content moderation” for a trillion-dollar 
sector populated by behemoth corporations. She would rather see academic and civil 
society researchers think more about mechanisms to protect vulnerable communities and 
accountability for platforms and the bad actors who abuse them, calling for researchers to 
rise to the occasion and “come up with forms of research that rely less on platform data and 
suss out how people truly reckon with misinformation daily.” (She also suggests platforms 
hire an army of librarians to assist with content curation.)

Renée DiResta, technical research manager at the Stanford Internet Observatory, also 
recognizes the challenge that lack of data poses to researchers attempting to understand the 
full societal impact of information traveling across social media.10 Most of the platform data 
that researchers receive relates primarily to how many people engaged with a piece of con-
tent, not whether that content changed minds or contributed to social polarization. DiResta 
suggests data relevant to those more complex questions could be shared through a “multis-
takeholder” model in which platforms provide select data to independent researchers. In the 
case of foreign information operations, governments may also be involved. More formalized 
approaches to partnerships between these groups might “turn the process of detection and 
investigation into a multidisciplinary effort.” 

Both Donovan and DiResta also highlight public communication as a crucial area of improve-
ment. How can civil society and public interest initiatives better connect with audiences in 
the cacophonous modern public square? These actors are perhaps best suited to push-
ing back against mis- and disinformation narratives, but they are not (at present) the best 
equipped to have their voices heard. Support for ambitious, civil-society-led communications 
and outreach efforts, undergirded by research, is an underutilized response that can go 
beyond exposing disinformation in order to challenge false narratives.

Finally, joint partnerships between private industry, civil society, and government can serve 
as a vehicle to govern another troubling aspect of the post-COVID information space: the 
threat that pandemic-era technological tools for tracing and containing the spread of the 
virus will accelerate trends toward pervasive state surveillance. Mallory Knodel, chief tech-
nology officer of the Center for Democracy and Technology, outlines the many challenges 
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to protecting user rights while implementing new tools for contact tracing and exposure 
notification. Even when such efforts are jointly led by governments, the private sector, and 
civil society, there is little agreement on first principles or benchmarks for success. A crucial 
challenge for open societies, then, is a vision for technological governance that starts from a 
clearly articulated democratic framework.

The COVID-19 pandemic has worsened and accelerated the many afflictions ailing the 
public square. By the time the pandemic subsides, what look like differences of degree may 
add up to differences in kind. Some have called these trends a “wicked problem”—a term 
for problems “so complex their boundaries and interdependencies become too difficult to 
define, rendering them inherently unsolvable.”11 If true, this suggests a grim prognosis.

But what these essays (and the workshops that preceded them) suggest is that it is possible 
to break “wicked problems” into discrete pieces, offering well-wishers of democracy a way 
out of a defeatist mindset. Many of these require greater coordination within sectors—as 
with multiregional fact-checkers working jointly on a global problem—or greater cooperation 
across sectors, as with researchers and civil society assisting public officials with how to 
better communicate with citizens about issues vulnerable to false narratives.

There are innovations and adaptations out there for those willing to look. Journalists are 
blazing new trails to sustainability; entire research agendas are waiting to be taken up; 
bold visions for technology’s democratic future are waiting to be articulated. In the fight for 
the health and integrity of the information space, resolve and creativity may be the best 
medicines.
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A t the end of May 2020, about 23 media organizations in Nigeria 
announced that their staff would face layoffs, significant pay cuts, 
or both. One especially disturbing facet of this dire statement was 

that the biggest and apparently strongest newsrooms in the country 
were at the forefront of this announcement. 

The precipitating event was the COVID-19 pandemic, which ravaged the revenue base of 
the media and for which there was no end in sight. The three principal legs of most Nigerian 
media organizations’ business model—advertisements, sales, and events—went into freefall. 
To make matters worse, there was no serious support from anywhere else in the country. 
In the 1970s, Nigeria had had a blossoming, government-funded media ecosystem (radio, 
print, and television) at the subnational level, supporting national and international news 
reporting with information for local listeners, readers, and viewers, but today these sources 
are almost all dead. The range of business models that had supported the media in Nigeria 
has atrophied and is now badly in need of innovation. 

Yet to call this dispiriting turn of events a solely Nigerian situation is to ignore the pain that 
many media institutions in Africa have felt. In all four corners of the continent—but partic-
ularly in sub-Saharan Africa—journalists are experiencing growing anxiety about the future 
of their profession. These anxieties are all the more pronounced in the COVID era, when 
the need for accurate, up-to-the-minute information has become most necessary. When 
sources of fact-based information in the public interest struggle, more space is available for 
self-interested and malign actors to influence and manipulate civic discourse for their own 
ends—not only for the pursuit of commercial profit, but also for political power and escape 
from democratic accountability. 

The imperative of the moment, therefore, is how to produce media that is independent and 
professional in the face of dim economic realities, constraining political realities, and the 
worst public health crisis of our time. It calls for radical insights and fresh innovation that can 
build on some promising foundations already manifest in many markets across the continent.

Central to this conversation is how to build an enduring, financially sustainable media 
system for the region. Of note is the urgent need to identify which of the broad array of 
content producers qualify as serving the public good: not all media define their core mission 
as holding accountable a country’s institutions of power or acting as auditors to promote 
democratic ideas. Therefore, it is important to focus on the narrow but prized segment of 
the media that refers to itself as journalism, which Bill Kovach and Tom Rosenstiel write 
is “defined by primary loyalty to citizens,” holds as “its essence a discipline in verification,” 
whose “practitioners maintain an independence from those they cover,” and the “first 
principle” of which is “truth and accuracy.”1 
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To be sure, this is not the type of journalism which, if it discharges its mission faithfully, will 
have its promoters smiling all the way to the bank, even during the best of times. This is 
especially true on a continent where the political culture is still largely illiberal, intolerant, 
and famously autocratic. The implicit question has always been how to transform these 
constraints into advantages and build a pathway to financial sustainability. 

Sustainability is the foundation for independence. If the African media is to contribute to 
democratic development, market growth, and a tradition of liberty and human rights, it must 
solve this important question of financial independence. Audience growth and monetization, 
as well as innovation around multiple digital platforms, will play a big role in this vision. 

In response to this challenge, Premium Times (a Nigerian newspaper of which this author is 
publisher and editor-in-chief) is broadly diversifying its sustainability efforts to accommodate 
donations, a membership model, book publishing, a data project, philanthropic support, 
ambitious partnerships, due diligence operations, commercial advertising, events convening, 
and training. This mixed model rests on the principle that news consumers and a loyal 
audience will gravitate only to platforms that reflect their basic aspirations; offer depth, 
context, and interpretative layers; and serve as courageous watchdogs of a social and 
political system. 

In September 2020, Premium Times signed a major partnership deal with a Silicon Valley 
digital media company, Voices of the African Continent (VOTAC).2 VOTAC’s content includes 
popular news and entertainment programs, films, and documentaries. It is delivered 
through mobile apps and U.S. cable television networks and is available in over 33 million 
television households. As part of their agreement, Premium Times and VOTAC will produce 
a financial news program called “ACM Today” out of studios in San Francisco and Abuja, 
focusing on the African capital market.

Another regional trailblazer is the Daily Maverick in Cape Town, South Africa. Daily Maverick is 
using readership growth and engagement as key drivers of revenue and investment growth. 
By far, the Daily Maverick is the gold standard in generating reader revenue through a mem-
bership model centered on engaging content driven by impactful investigative reporting. The 
paper employs myriad models: for example, a nonprofit vehicle funds its investigative unit 
and social endeavors like climate change journalism through grants, while partnerships and 
impact investment funds provide resources for other content. Its approach to converting 
readers into revenue includes subscriptions, paywalls, and membership models which, as 
the Maverick’s chief executive officer, Styli Charalambous, puts it, helps the paper maintain 
its “duty to public service by keeping all content accessible even to those who cannot afford 
to pay.”3 

The South African market provides other models that might be adaptable beyond South 
Africa, from donations from supporters (as used by the investigative journalism newsroom 
amaBhungane) to a range of audience growth and distribution methods pursuing advertising 
revenue via messaging platforms like WhatsApp. Although the innovative Zimbabwean 
platform 263chat pioneered this model, it blossomed in South Africa with notable 
experiments like The Continent—a pan-African weekly newspaper founded by Simon Allison 
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and Sipho Kings, produced in partnership with the Mail & Guardian. The most successful 
variant of this approach is HealthAlert, the COVID-19 helpline created by Gustav Praekelt, 
which now has more than twenty million users and is used by the World Health Organization 
and many national governments. It publishes on the premium WhatsApp Business API—
setting it apart from the poor-quality content featured on What’s Crap on WhatsApp, a five-
minute voice fact-checking note developed by AfricaCheck.4 

The Mauritius academic Roukaya Kasenally makes the case for a public media fund, a 
proposal similar  to the state grant in Francophone African countries.5 A version of this 
model can be found in Cote d’Ivoire, where media are supported by a 4 percent low 
interest loan guaranteed by the government. Similarly, the Nigerian government and the 
Nigerian Press Organization are collaborating on an effort to introduce an 8 percent interest 
loan to be managed by the central bank. Unfortunately, initiatives like these can become 
surreptitious mechanisms for censorship; but two years ago, the South African Mail & 
Guardian followed the innovative efforts of The Namibian to wean itself off of donor funding 
and achieve self-sufficiency by investing in a trust designed to receive philanthropic funding, 
an international trend which shows that dependency can be avoided.

Content paywalls have not been a loud success for media in many African countries, but 
Business Day in Nigeria has implemented one with some modest success after other papers 
failed. This apparent contradiction suggests that the Nigerian market may not necessarily 
be rejecting paywalls entirely, but rather refuses to work with those that are not well 
administered. Today, Business Day complements its subscription paywall with philanthropic 
funding, along with other products like advertising, events, specialized publications, and 
investment in migrating its “commercially viable” content into new value propositions. These 
new initiatives include “a full research and data analytics company” which publishes as many 
as 20 annual reports on banking, technology, finance, trade, and other economic sectors.6 
Business Day’s complete range of offerings includes publishing commentary from two 
expert economists, a paid subscription that includes content from the Financial Times and 
The Economist, as well as access to its metered paywall where readers are able to view five 
articles each month at no charge, with monthly rates from N835 to N1,500 (US$2 to US$4).

The debate around paywalls is embedded in a broader conversation about reader revenue. 
The relatively new Nigerian online platform Stears provides an interesting model, offering a 
cocktail of data, membership, philanthropy, and subscription plans to grow audience digital 
engagement and market edge. Its profitability is still unclear, but with the interest of savvy 
philanthropists coupled with investments from local tech companies, Stears has managed 
to carve out an interesting niche that promises to grow. These new investments have 
already enabled its data and membership projects to build a significant and loyal audience 
of nearly ten thousand readers who provide it with what an insider recently described as a 
handsome income.
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The Swiss online platform, Pulse, also deserves attention for its growth strategy. Present in 
three African markets (Nigeria, Ghana, and Kenya), Pulse is built on strong investments in 
digital media and technology. With this foundation, Pulse built an early engagement strategy 
around entertainment and sports culture which locked in a significant youth audience. Most 
recently, Google has supported Pulse’s efforts to expand to other areas, including political 
and business news. These strides help differentiate Pulse from other foreign digital publishers 
which rely solely on kitsch, entertainment, and sports to attract African audiences.

This handful of relatively successful African news platforms is clarifying the status of media 
platforms in the digital era. Are they media organizations using technology to enable their 
operations, or are they technology platforms in the business of news? The truth is that the 
overlap between the two is in perfect alignment for digital-era news platforms, and that this 
is an area African media must explore if it is to escape its current predicament.

In Kenya and South Africa, for instance, the rising popularity of streaming media has badly 
dented the revenue of digital satellite television companies. Multichoice, an erstwhile leader 
in that market, has lost an alarming one-hundred thousand subscribers to streaming 
companies such as Netflix and Hulu.7 Multichoice is asking for regulation of these streaming 
competitors despite the fact that it is itself among the most transnational companies in 
Africa. Rather than take this route, it is time for African media to face the challenge of 
innovation—in its storytelling, distribution, organization, the security of its staff, and above all 
how it finances its journalism. 

The Standard of Kenya, following the path of its rival The Nation, is seeking paths to 
sustainability through investment in data, philanthropy, and partnerships. The Standard 
in particular has ventured into collaborations with agricultural institutions and small 
and medium-sized enterprises to recruit them into multimedia advertising. Both the 
Kenyan media giants pivoted to innovation for sustainability a little late, coming from a 
once comfortable but now unsteady tradition of reliance on advertising and sales. As 
Joseph Odindo told a conference on entrepreneurial journalism organized by the Konrad-
Adenauer-Stiftung in 2018 in Accra, Ghana, “We must be ready to abandon the traditional 
and venture into the unknown. Doing business as usual cannot save news publishing from 
the twin pressures of hostile governments and the digital revolution.”8

The recent flourishing of data journalism on the African continent, both as complement 
to existing news operations and as standalone enterprises, is one of the pleasant 
developments in the region today. Institutions like Budgit and Dataphyte in Nigeria remind 
us that however dim the sustainability landscape may be, these innovations demonstrate 
that there are paths forward for media outlets willing to embrace change. New services 
like bespoke reports drawing on journalistic expertise, nonprofit vehicles to collect funds 
for public interest journalism, and experimentation with new distribution channels are all 
examples of an African media space that is striving for long-term sustainability. Adaptations 
like these show a way for media outlets to grow beyond reliance on advertising for survival. 
These opportunities are waiting to be seized.
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W hen a Spanish-speaking Latin American television consumer 
wants to see news from trusted North American or European 
media, they are likely to look to several television channels, for 

example, CNN en Español. However, the channels that were in the 
recent past a familiar source of news for viewers in this part of the 
world today have greatly reduced the amount of live broadcasting 
they provide. Instead, they often repeat programs recorded a day or 
even several days before. In many cases, these programs are not even 
about politics, but about music, culture, and consumer goods. The 
overall quality of the programs offered by trusted sources remains 
high, but they are leaving an important part of the information space—
international news—empty. 

In the past several years, government-sponsored media from Russia, China, and Iran have 
rushed to take advantage of this abandoned space. Because of the generous support they 
receive from state budgets, these outlets are able to offer extensive coverage of political 
events in spite of the high production costs that limit trusted independent media. They 
are rapidly becoming key sources of information on international developments for Latin 
American audiences.1 Moreover, programs originally made by Russia, China, and Iran are 
often broadcast by other channels and appear on social media, where news consumers are 
not always aware that they have been exposed to biased interpretations of events. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the investments that Russia, China, Iran, and some other 
authoritarian governments made in Latin America’s media space bore fruit. Taking advan-
tage of a great deal of uncertainty and confusion in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
these authoritarian-sponsored media outlets began disseminating propaganda about the 
pandemic, a global crisis which had a severe impact on national and global economies. For 
these authoritarian governments, the new coronavirus presented them with a two-fold 
opportunity to define their strategies in the information space of the Western Hemisphere. 

On the one hand, Russia, China, and Iran’s narratives downplay the efforts of other 
governments to provide relief to the population and effectively manage the risks associated 
with COVID-19. For example, since the global pandemic began, RT en Español—the Spanish-
language branch of RT, Russia’s state-controlled international television network—has aired 
numerous programs showing how the United States and Europe have failed to meet the 
challenges caused by the virus.2 Although many (but not all) of the facts reported by RT were 
accurate, their interpretation can be rightly called disinformation: the Moscow-funded media 
outlet provided viewers with partial context, and only opinions from a carefully pre-selected 
segment of the expert community and common people were featured. Chinese and Iranian 
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media coverage of Western democracies’ pandemic response demonstrates similar strategic 
disinformation. From this perspective, it is evident that these authoritarian countries’ media 
platforms have used the health crisis to reinforce their already familiar anti-American, anti-
Western discourse. 

The spread of the virus started with little early warning and required a swift response by 
governments around the world, including from developed democracies. However, the 
central pillar of the narrative promoted in Latin America and the Caribbean by Russian, 
Chinese, and Iranian state-sponsored media is the idea that illiberal governments are better 
fit to meet the challenges of the pandemic than liberal democracies. 

Moscow, Beijing, and Tehran have been pushing three key messages about the worldwide 
response to the new coronavirus. The first message is about the presumed effectiveness 
of the measures taken by authoritarian governments to control the movements of people 
while providing adequate testing and treatment. The second emphasizes unequal provision 
of assistance to different strata of the population in democratic countries, in contrast with 
universal coverage provided by illiberal governments. The final and perhaps most import-
ant idea is that Western governments are failing to meet their obligations as leaders of the 
established liberal world order while resisting the attempts by other actors like Russia and 
China to fill the gap. 

Over the course of the pandemic, “COVID diplomacy” and the vaccine race have emerged as 
key elements of Russia and China’s expanded disinformation operations in Latin America. 
The first refers to the Russian and Chinese governments’ donations of face masks and 
high-tech medical equipment to several countries in the region. Despite the relatively small 
(in practical terms) size of the donations, state media outlets in both Moscow and Beijing 
provided wide coverage of public events where the donations were presented to Latin 
American nations.3 Even though the United States and many other Western nations have 
also been making donations linked to the pandemic, these gestures have not received 
similar attention in regional media. Consequently, the Latin American audience may easily 
receive the impression that Russia and China are the only nations that care about them. 

In the case of the vaccine race, the Russian government’s messaging in Latin America’s 
media space has been aggressive. Moscow has essentially mandated to its health and 
international agencies that Russia will be the first nation to produce a vaccine, despite 
international concern over its safety protocols. It presents the Russian government health 
agency’s premature approval of the “Sputnik V” vaccine (before it completed clinical trials) 
as evidence that Russia is one of the most technologically advanced nations—and implies 
that poor coverage of its achievements in Western mass media has denied Russian science 
the status it deserves.4 In addition, Russian media alleges that pro-Western Latin American 
governments are not willing to acquire the Russian vaccine because of their political ties 
with Washington, rather than because the proposed vaccine has not yet undergone all the 
necessary tests and safety procedures.5 This strategy has already contributed to noticeable 
tensions between local and national political actors in the region.6 There is little doubt that 
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Moscow will continue to exploit a topic as politically sensitive as COVID-19 vaccines, using 
media manipulation as one of its tools for sowing discord and confusion.

Despite the advances made by authoritarian media in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
there are plenty of opportunities to offer Latin Americans high-quality information from 
trusted sources. One way to do so is to encourage local media to collaborate more closely 
with U.S. and European media outlets. Based on the interviews conducted by this author 
with a number of Latin American journalists, they are aware of the nature of Russian, 
Chinese, and Iranian interest in the region. However, they believe the best solution would 
not be to prohibit authoritarian media, but instead to promote alternative democratic 
narratives. Support for fact-checking efforts on social networks has become sounder in 
recent months, and is also helpful. Other stakeholders like universities and locally based 
think tanks, which are more familiar with the local context than research institutions outside 
of Latin America, might also carry out research projects allowing scholars and experts to 
identify the particular characteristics of Russian, Chinese, and Iranian engagement of the 
Latin American information space and draw appropriate policy recommendations. 

What ties all of these responses together is a renewed commitment to the space for news 
and information, left vacant by retreating independent media, and now contested by author-
itarian powers from outside the region. Reinvestment in this space is critical to the future 
health of Latin American democracy.
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T he COVID-19 pandemic has shined a light on a new challenge 
to the information ecosystem: the increasing convergence of 
Russian and Chinese information operations.1 In the early days 

of the pandemic, Beijing assumed a more aggressive approach to its 
information operations than has historically been the case. In some 
instances, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) even deployed tactics 
taken from Russia’s intentionally disruptive playbook. This change in 
the CCP’s tactics calls into question the predominant view of Russian 
and Chinese approaches. 

According to this view, although Moscow and Beijing share some common goals—weakening 
U.S. influence and dividing U.S. alliances, for example—they pursue different approaches to 
advancing their objectives. The Kremlin has been confrontational and destructive, attacking 
its opponents by, for example, amplifying false narratives or using divisive rhetoric.2 The 
CCP, by contrast, has typically relied on a more incremental and diffuse strategy, preferring 
to create positive perceptions of China and the CCP as a responsible global actor.3 Russian 
and Chinese actions during the pandemic, however, underscore how these lines are being 
blurred and why it is increasingly important for observers to challenge some long held 
assumptions. 

The convergence of Russian and Chinese tactics in the informational domain is taking 
place within the context of a broader trend toward increasing cooperation between the 
two countries. Russia and China, despite the longstanding distrust between them, are 
deepening ties and increasing coordination on a range of economic, defense, technological, 
and political issues.4 These repeated interactions facilitate a sharing of best practices 
and create a foundation for sustained cooperation. The convergence of CCP and Kremlin 
tactics, therefore, is about more than “authoritarian learning,” or the passive diffusion of 
such practices from one authoritarian regime to the next. Instead, Russia and China are 
likely working together more concertedly than previously assumed. Moreover, because 
their influence tactics are converging within the context of the two countries’ broader 
geopolitical alignment, liberal democracies are liable to face enduring challenges from both 
countries in the information environment.5

Moscow and Beijing’s alignment in the information space is amplifying the challenges 
that their individual tactics pose. For example, both governments are now advancing the 
same or overlapping narratives, increasing the dose of their toxic messaging on a range 
of issues from the origins of the novel coronavirus to the CCP’s human rights violations in 
Xinjiang Province and the crackdown on democratic systems in Hong Kong.6 Such alignment 
has even been evident in the traditional media space, where both are building news and 
information networks outside their borders. Chinese and Russian state media outlets 
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increasingly are working together and echoing each other’s narratives, especially their 
criticism of the United States.7 Even when their approaches are not aligned, their combined 
tactics have a corrosive effect. A loose tactical division of labor has emerged between 
Beijing’s and Moscow’s digital influence activities in which Russia weakens information 
spaces by sowing false narratives and flooding platforms with content critical of the United 
States and its institutions, making them more vulnerable to the CCP’s affirmative messaging 
about China’s ability to provide global leadership amid U.S. retrenchment. The sum of these 
two parts is more potent than either alone.

How can democracies respond to this troubling convergence?8 Russian and Chinese efforts 
to distort and manipulate the information environment will be difficult to deter. Naturally, 
liberal democracies should seek to coordinate responses, thereby raising the collective costs 
that Moscow and Beijing face, but a mere pooling of efforts cannot be the only approach (and 
enduring coordination is far from easy to sustain). Initiatives designed to increase resilience 
(and thereby mitigate the effects of Chinese and Russian operations) also will be critical to 
safeguarding the information environment. As liberal democratic actors undertake efforts to 
increase the resilience of their societies, they must take care to uphold their liberal demo-
cratic values in the process. In particular, care must be taken to avoid distorting information 
or compromising the fundamental openness of societies. To increase resilience to Kremlin 
and CCP information operations, policymakers in affected countries must explore a number 
of potential responses.

Those who intend to oppose coordinated Sino-Russian information operations must better 
understand their mechanics in order to stay a step ahead of them. Detailed case studies of 
China-Russia coordination remain limited, even as evidence of growing synergies between 
the two mounts. Moreover, rigorous research efforts to understand the effects of authoritar-
ian digital influence campaigns on the perceptions of citizens in democracies—that is, what 
tactics actually succeed in shaping views—are similarly limited. Addressing these analytic 
gaps is a prerequisite to helping policymakers expose the operations, prioritize the problem, 
and enact policy responses that bolster democratic resiliency to digital influence campaigns 
by both China and Russia. At the same time, coordination between Russia and China is likely 
to continue and evolve in ways that negatively affect the integrity of the information environ-
ment. It will not be enough to merely react to trends today. Think tanks, nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs), and universities can all play a role in raising insight into the current 
and possible future landscapes. 

To bolster the legitimate media space and reduce the public’s vulnerability to disruptive 
information operations, democratic actors should also pursue a more proactive approach 
focused on education and innovation. Digital literacy is one such area that deserves greater 
attention. Several European countries (including Sweden, The Netherlands, Germany, and 
the Czech Republic) have media literacy programs. This is a best practice that should spread 
across democracies and focus on teaching students and older adults alike about disinforma-
tion campaigns and how to avoid manipulation when consuming news. In many cases, NGOs 
and other civil society actors will be the most credible conduits of such information.9 

At the same time, as autocracies like China and Russia use technology to supercharge their 
efforts, democracies should identify opportunities to harness new technology to combat 
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influence operations. For example, can artificial intelligence help identify harmful narratives 
before they gain significant traction? Likewise, as Russian actors in particular turn to graphic 
and video formats that are more difficult to identify and analyze, what solutions exist to 
counter these efforts? Greater public-private partnerships will be needed to tackle these 
emerging challenges.

The war for information cannot be won without independent, fact-based, and accessible 
media, particularly aimed at those who have been neglected by traditional media outlets. 
Beijing and Moscow have sought to fill information vacuums by mobilizing Chinese- and 
Russian-language diasporas through a variety of instruments, including digital influence 
campaigns. Given the role these diasporas play within U.S. allies in Eastern Europe and 
Asia, ensuring that these populations have access to credible and independent informa-
tion sources in their home languages should be a priority for the United States and other 
democratic allies.10 Subsidies also may be needed to support fact-based content in regions 
where affordability matters most. In developing countries, pricing can play a critical role in 
determining what sources populations turn to for information; Beijing in particular has made 
a concerted effort to shape the information ecosystems of developing countries by offering 
free content to local providers and supporting on-the-ground activities by Chinese media 
companies, such as converting households from analog to digital television. The United 
States can do more to bring down the cost of fact-based content and invest in building the 
capacity of on-the-ground content providers in developing countries. 

Awareness and activism also can help reclaim contested information spaces. In Europe, 
for example, the threat from Moscow is a proverbial clear and present danger. Views of 
China, in contrast, are less cohesive, though national governments and the European Union 
are more attuned to and concerned about the challenges stemming from China’s growing 
influence.11 Efforts to underscore the alignment and coordination between Russia and China 
could increase the urgency in Europe and elsewhere to address the China challenge. Think 
tanks and civil society organizations can shine a much-needed light on Russian and Chinese 
activities in local media environments, and push governments to take the threat seriously 
and address it. 

As Russia and China work together to legitimize norm change, the United States and liberal 
democracies need to show up in multilateral organizations to counter this corrosive trend. 
The United States could build expertise and competence of foreign participation in multi-
lateral organizations to help create greater headwinds. NGOs too play a role in the United 
Nations process and can create pressure for liberal democracies to collectively address  
the challenge.

Finally, democracies should think outside the information space. Media organizations, NGOs, 
and other civil society actors can play a role in addressing divisions and grievances in society 
that make populations more vulnerable to information operations. Russian and Chinese 
narratives are most successful when they are grounded in truth and exploit societal divi-
sions. Organizations that address such divisions and sources of discontent and encourage a 
healthy public discourse around them will better inoculate societies from disinformation. 
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In a complex, rapidly changing information ecosystem, fact-checkers 
are a trusted source of information for millions of people around 
the world. Yet the COVID-19 pandemic has thrust fact-checkers into 

a new role: that of first responders to an information crisis. They may 
see aspects of the crisis before others do; they may have insight into 
the origins, patterns, and flows of untrustworthy information; and 
they may be the first to challenge particular kinds or sources of bad 
information. Fact-checkers have many reasons to be proud of their 
response to the new coronavirus. A global network of mostly small, 
nascent independent organizations produced four-thousand fact-
checks that—for one indication of scale—have been shown on forty 
million Facebook posts.1 

In a global pandemic, everybody’s choices are important for public health, and so fact-check-
ers must take audiences as they are, trusting or not. In some cases, fact-checkers are a vital 
resource for people who are not willing to trust other sources of information. These wary 
audiences rely on fact-checkers for a number of potential reasons. Some might not trust 
official or traditional sources of information, such as government statements or major news-
papers or television networks, because of their own beliefs and attitudes about the trust-
worthiness of these sources. Others are distrustful for the good reason that those same 
official or traditional sources have in fact issued statements that have proved untrustworthy 
in their context and experience. Regardless of the reason why fact-checkers are needed, 
they play an important role in the exchange of ideas and information, and depend on others 
to play theirs. Fact-checking is one way of providing good information that serves everybody.

Although fact-checking is not the same everywhere, fact-checking organizations tend to 
be generalists: they actively monitor for all kinds of harmful false information, and engage 
with audiences who are concerned about trustworthiness. That said, fact-checkers usually 
depend on others for deep subject expertise and  to reach wider audiences (academics, for 
instance, or social media platforms). The significant investment that Facebook has made in 
fact-checking around the world is one example of this continued engagment, as is the inte-
gration of fact-checks into Google and (in some countries) YouTube search results, although 
Google does not pay individual fact-checking organizations for their work in the way that 
Facebook does. What observers sometimes miss, however, is that traditional forms of media 
still have greater reach in many countries than online media. Television, radio, and newspa-
pers are all powerful media formats that provide one shared experience to all their audi-
ences. Information and newsgathering habits are changing rapidly, but for the foreseeable 
future it will be essential for fact-checkers and traditional media outlets to work together to 
tackle bad information.
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What lessons for fact-checkers have emerged from the pandemic and the global political 
turmoil of the past few years? Many fall under two big themes: preparation and scale.

Fact-checkers Must Be Prepared for Fast-paced, Complex Challenges 

In 2020, fact-checkers improvised; they had no choice but to do so. However, improvi-
sation has its limits. Bad information is as old as humanity, but tackling it globally while 
lives are on the line and with due respect for free expression is a new and immature field. 
Fact-checkers need to take lessons in preparedness from emergency management experts. 
This year, they had to connect with partners on the fly, building vital collaborations with 
scientists and health bodies—but what if the connections and the plans had been there in 
advance? Mature disciplines have shared concepts and processes that amplify their efforts. 
Fact-checkers now have enough experience to develop such concepts and processes for 
themselves. If the pandemic is a “Level 1” information crisis, where every tool must come out 
of the toolbox, what is a Level 2 (or Level 3) situation, where the stakes may be less dire but 
the information is no less in need of fact-checking? What should we expect fact-checkers, 
internet companies, governments, and others to do in those situations? This foundational 
question presents great opportunities.

Prepared responses can only be effective if responders understand the environments and 
audiences for which they need to prepare. Right now, it is not clear that researchers are 
asking the right questions. The next big information crisis is likely to be vaccine skepticism: 
every individual will have to evaluate the extent to which they trust the efficacy of a vaccine 
for the new coronavirus. Their knowledge, beliefs, and feelings about that vaccine will matter 
tremendously, and it will be the job of fact-checkers to support accurate information to help 
individuals make informed choices. 

To be successful, fact-checkers rely on a sound understanding of both audiences for and 
sources of information. In terms of the latter, significant research funding and effort today 
is understandably applied to those areas involving novel technology or theoretical grounds, 
only for this research to yield interesting but instantly outdated descriptions of the flow of 
information online. Yet the former is no less complicated: as the media and information 
environment fragments, with people accessing more sources than ever before—and with 
more of those sources being personalized instead of shared experiences—it has become 
harder than ever to understand audiences. Practically, fact-checkers (and independent 
media more generally) need to approach the problem with a market research outlook that 
helps understand the impact of bad information from the audiences’ points of view, and 
how to position good information to cut through the cacophony. 

Finally, in preparing for future challenges, fact-checkers need to recognize their limitations. 
It is important to distinguish between disinformation, its source, and its effect, as well as 
between the deliberate actions of disinformation actors and the possibility of unintentional 
misinformation. Foreign and domestic actors also tend to act in different ways. However, 
such distinctions often cannot be made reliably in real time. It is especially difficult to 
positively identify coordinated inauthentic activity online, let alone to attribute it robustly. 
Fact-checkers should acknowledge the range of threats and then accept that prepared 
responses will work with imperfect information, leaving researchers and digital investigators 
to clarify some of these unknowns at a later date.
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Fact-checkers Must Be Ready to Scale 

The genuine novelty that should most concern fact-checkers and others who analyze the 
information ecosystem is the challenge of digital speed and scale. Around the world, innova-
tive efforts are rising to this new challenge. No single organization is leading these initiatives, 
but there are some great examples, some open questions, and some organizations that have 
not received their due share of attention because many policymakers and researchers focus 
too narrowly on either the United States and Western Europe and their security interests. 
Four areas where fact-checkers have shown potential for scale are building communities, 
building technology, partnering to reach targeted audiences, and influencing policy.

In Spain, for instance, Maldita.es built a network of expert volunteer “superheroes” to help 
them respond to the pandemic with assistance from doctors and scientists.2 Crude crowd-
sourced fact-checking is not a sufficient response (as previous experiments have shown), 
but depending on a small team of fact-checkers is limiting.3 Maldita.es showed that it is 
possible (if not easy) to invest in building communities that can effectively mobilize and 
tackle bad information.

Fact-checkers should augment their work with technology, but even more crucially, they can 
help design systems to enhance accountability that is so often missing. In winning Google’s 
AI for Social Good Impact Challenge for their work on automated fact-checking, Africa Check, 
Chequeado, and Full Fact beat more than two-thousand applicants from around the world.4 
Building this kind of technological expertise within public benefit organizations is crucial, 
especially when considering that the vast majority of decisions about misinformation are 
being made by artificial intelligence. Four thousand fact-checks do not turn into forty million 
posts without assistance from a computer. Nevertheless, these are systems designed by 
private companies under pressure and without scrutiny. The first part shows how machine 
learning can be a necessary innovation; the second shows a troubling democratic vulnerabil-
ity in how it is often deployed. 

Collaboration between internet companies such as Facebook and Google and fact-check-
ers around the world has made it much easier to bring checked and corrected information 
to people at the point where they make decisions about what to read, share, or do. Other, 
more local collaborations help target good information to the right decision makers—for 
instance, forums for parents are good places to talk about vaccines. Partnerships require 
both time and focus to amplify the impact of their work.

Africa Check, Chequeado, and Full Fact joined forces to point out that fact-checkers possess 
a unique evidence base about the causes, content, and consequences of bad information. 
Above all, though, if the rules of the game are broken, the best players and the best tactics 
will still fail. The people who most need that insight are policymakers, who are now trapped 
in a guessing game about the veracity of the information propagated through internet com-
panies. Fact-checkers need to ditch the “publish and pray” model and invest in the capacity 
to systematize their evidence and make their case to policymakers.5 
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The barriers to each of these changes is high. Overcoming them will involve developing skills 
and capabilities within fact-checking organizations as well as connections beyond them. They 
will require sustained investment, which is rare in this constantly changing space. But these 
innovations have demonstrated their benefits, even as continuous adaptation is needed. 
The diligent, day-to-day work of fact-checkers is unique. When done well, it is the most solid 
possible foundation for wider work.

Perhaps the most daunting barriers come from failure to think globally about these chal-
lenges. Two billion more people are expected to start using the internet over the coming 
decades. Their experience will be determined partly by the vision of those funding in this 
space today. Astute funders will make a pivotal difference if they push for support for a 
wide range of languages, whatever their profitability; if they support cross-border learning 
between fact-checking organizations so that needed innovations can be achieved more 
rapidly; and perhaps above all if they help to rebalance power in conversations among civil 
society, governments, and large companies. The next two billion users of the internet are 
just as worthy of investment as the first two billion have been.
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R ecent research about misinformation and the new coronavirus 
suggests that the news a person consumes is predictive of 
how they assess the risks of COVID-19 to their health and their 

community.1 This statement may sound like common sense, but it has 
more serious implications when one starts to unpack the differences in 
available information about COVID-19. 

At Harvard Kennedy School’s Shorenstein Center, the Technology and Social Change 
Research Project analyzes how media manipulation and disinformation affects particular 
communities and social institutions. Though the content put forward by any particular disin-
formation campaign is of course important, in order to analyze and understand the impact 
of misinformation, one must study the greater information ecosystem—the totality of news, 
entertainment, social media, and other sources available to a community and the infrastruc-
ture that supports it. As the confused and often contradictory responses to the COVID-19 
pandemic in different areas of the world have shown, high levels of unchecked and unmit-
igated misinformation can affect individual and group behaviors with startling speed. Any 
concerted effort to fix this problem may well require a fundamental reappraisal of how users 
access information online and how platforms curate it, as well as bold improvements to how 
civil society and other public interest actors engage with citizens in digital spaces.

What happens when there is too much information on a given subject without strong over-
sight over what is verifiable and what is false? The World Health Organization has termed the 
overabundance of information an “infodemic,” where it is increasingly difficult to find timely, 
relevant, and local information amid a torrent of content, some or much of it purposefully 
untrue.2 Bad actors, from political propagandists to commercial operations selling harmful 
fake medical “cures” and counterfeit personal protective equipment, target unsuspecting 
information seekers looking for hand sanitizer, N95 masks, and immune-boosting supple-
ments. Search and social companies continue to be unable to parse authoritative content, 
legitimate products, and real services from the predacious. The COVID-19 infodemic has 
overwhelmed the internet with new websites, posts, accounts, and ads, nearly all of which 
overpromise and underdeliver in their chosen areas. Online grift has long been a problem, 
but in the current pandemic the scale and audacity of this grift is truly enormous. 

Goods and services aside, the infodemic has made it harder to find even basic information 
about the new coronavirus, COVID-19, and the steps individuals should take to protect them-
selves and others. Under normal circumstances, one might seek out information through 
peers or coworkers, but the need for social distancing has relegated most people to online 
forums and other areas of the internet, where conspiracy and medical misinformation thrive.  
Conspiracy-driven, click-bait content, with themes like those below, exists on all major social 
media platforms: 
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“COVID-19 IS A CHINESE PLOT TO DESTROY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT”

“COVID-19 IS A DEMOCRAT PLOT TO DESTROY TRUMP”

“COVID-19 IS A PHYSICAL REACTION TO 5G TOWERS”

“COVID-19 IS POPULATION CONTROL THROUGH MICROCHIPPED VACCINES”

It is difficult to prove a statement false when it is completely made up. What evidence can 
be cited to prove or disprove an event that never happened? Consequently, the impulse 
to debunk or set the record straight on medical misinformation has led to a cacophony of 
content, where truth and falsehoods are commingled in search queries that return articles, 
posts, and videos based on popularity and other behavioral signals. As tech companies 
grapple with the presence of misinformation, they have turned to monitoring signals of 
“coordinated inauthentic behavior” (a concept coined by Facebook) because assessing the 
truthfulness of content is a messy business, especially when it comes to politics and news.3

Over the past few years, platforms did not consider medical misinformation as political. 
Some, like Pinterest, were willing to remove vaccine misinformation, but this was left up to 
the policies of a particular platform. Nevertheless, tech companies have discovered that 
population health is a deeply political subject. Almost any sociologist would agree that health 
is politics by other means, citing the severe inequalities in access to healthcare (coupled 
with politicians’ mismanagement of resources) and the slow carefulness required by science 
when developing therapeutics. At this moment, though, unequal access to information 
has bogged down efforts to distinguish truth from falsehood online. Scientific findings are 
increasingly issued through press releases by major global pharmaceutical corporations, 
where the competition to rush a vaccine is exacerbated by political rhetoric downplaying the 
risks of COVID-19. Without transparency in data, journalists and researchers face significant 
barriers in fact-checking information that is already gaining popularity on social media, 
which leaves the public at a disadvantage when seeking knowledge. As it turns out, junk 
information is cheap to produce and profitable; knowledge, by contrast, is both expensive 
and not so interesting.  

Medical misinformation online is a serious issue today, but this has not always been the 
case. In a 1999 issue of the Journal of Public Health Medicine, Dr. Vince Abbott warned, “The 
[internet] should not be considered as a reliable source of information on subjects about 
which one knows little. This is especially true for medical information, as... much of what a 
typical user may find will be inaccurate or biased.”4 Yet the authoritative voices of news or 
academic journals found it difficult to compete on the wide-open spaces of the internet, 
which allowed self-proclaimed experts to spread their ideas on a massive scale without  
gatekeepers, fact-checkers, or a need for credibility and authority. This slow cultural shift 
away from traditional media sources opened the way for junk information to flood the  
information ecosystem.

Even these worrying trends did not become a global problem until they reached critical mass. 
A confluence of factors led up to the present infodemic moment: antivaccination groups 
that began to use social media platforms to recruit new adherents, social media companies 
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that introduced recommendation algorithms which made medical misinformation easier to 
discover, influencers who began pushing anti-science viewpoints to their subscribers and 
followers, and politicians who saw an opportunity to increase their base and reach by appeal-
ing to anti-science rhetoric. The international effects of these trends were clear before the 
COVID-19 pandemic: disinformation also inhibited the response to the 2018 Ebola outbreak, 
and vaccine skepticism and other aspects of today’s infodemic are challenging public health 
officials around the globe.5

The rollout of the HPV (human papillomavirus) vaccine during the growing popularity of 
social media showed one instance of the damaging effects of medical misinformation on 
a vulnerable audience.6 In 2014, a small town in Colombia saw a wave of hospitalizations 
after videos of young girls having seizures were shared on social media, supposedly show-
ing the side effects of the HPV immunization. An investigation concluded that the physical 
symptoms of those hospitalized were attributable not to the vaccine, but were psychogenic 
reactions linked to fear and anxiety about this vaccine misinformation. When Colombian 
President Juan Manuel Santos held a press conference to dispel the rumors, his denial 
of any connection between the vaccine and the supposed reactions to it angered local 
residents of the village, who became even more distrustful of the vaccine.7 This episode 
suggests that medical misinformation can be felt deeply and does lasting damage to public 
trust in medicine and government.

As a result of the current pandemic, doctors and public health researchers are echoing the 
call of misinformation researchers to find a way to share privacy-protected social media data, 
in order to support ongoing research on misinformation and vaccine hesitancy.8 Yet past 
collaborations between Facebook and social science researchers failed for myriad reasons: 
some technical, most political.9 The major privacy hurdle still remains. Nonetheless, without 
enforceable policies for auditing social media platform companies and real penalties for 
distributing dangerous medical misinformation, there can be no resolution for unchecked 
misinformation, even when it can have life-or-death consequences for the public. Calls for 
transparency also are inadequate without enforcement; companies have every incentive to 
keep what they know, and what they choose to conceal, hidden from public scrutiny. 

Funding for research on misinformation also needs to focus on mechanisms that protect 
communities and create accountability. University researchers, especially, should not be 
using their limited funding to conduct glorified content moderation for companies valued in 
the billions. The misinformation research scene is beginning to replicate the same funding 
patterns that now surround universities in the pockets of pharmaceutical companies, where 
research is encumbered by corporations looking to protect their reputations.10 The fields of 
critical internet studies and public interest technology will have to rise to the occasion and 
come up with forms of research that rely less on platform data in order to determine how 
people truly reckon with misinformation daily. 

We also need a corpus of research investigating how civil society organizations, health pro-
fessionals, and government (not politicians) can protect the integrity of online communities 
and develop bold communication strategies that rise above the cacophony of misinformation. 
What would it look like if these actors endeavored to correct misinformation within one hour 
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of it gaining traction online? What would a distributed debunking operation look like if, for 
instance, it were organized around specific locations, events, and issues? Would this approach 
open the way for tech companies to change and embrace public interest obligations? 

Finally, there is no communication without misinformation. There will be a lag in confronting 
dangerous health misinformation, and some issues will persist even as every intervention is 
exhausted. And yet across every issue that routinely attracts disinformers, these companies 
can do more to curate content and systematically privilege credible and responsible voices 
over inflammatory, divisive, sensational content. Social media companies might step up to 
the challenge by hiring thousands of librarians to build a content curation model that does 
not rely so heavily on reactionary moderation.11 This move would fundamentally rewire our 
information ecosystem, but it is perhaps the best fix for our digital ecosystem. 
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B eginning in January 2020, researchers who study misinformation 
and disinformation were afforded the unique opportunity to 
scrutinize the truly global theme of the new coronavirus and its 

associated illness, COVID-19. As the disease spread, media began 
to cover—and social media communities began to discuss—a wide 
variety of narratives about the virus. 

Although the COVID-19 pandemic is not the first major disease outbreak in the era of social 
media—Zika, Ebola, and measles outbreaks previously demonstrated the ease with which 
misinformation and conspiracies can spread among impacted communities—it revealed 
significant vulnerabilities in the global information ecosystem, and made clear the need to 
improve processes for rapidly detecting and mitigating misinformation. Addressing these 
vulnerabilities will require multistakeholder, interdisciplinary collaboration.

The COVID-19 pandemic is distinct from prior epidemics in three ways: 

1. A global threat: It is a pandemic, which means that the impacted community has come 
to encompass much of the world.

2. Paucity of data: It is a novel disease; health authorities are expected to educate and 
inform the public, though there is minimal verified information about the illness.

3. Political accountability: It is a geopolitical issue of significance for many countries, 
particularly China and the United States; governments are being called to account for 
their pandemic response by both their own citizens and other world powers.

The pandemic engendered a unique environment for the spread of misinformation and 
disinformation and reinforced the urgent need for better responses to counter such 
incidents. Sustained attention from a massive audience of affected people meant that a 
broad range of narratives—about the origin of the disease, for example, or about poten-
tial cures—spread globally as people shared them. Slow and unclear communication from 
health authorities revealed gaps in how authoritative information reaches people in crisis 
situations, both over social as well as broadcast media; when people are searching for 
answers and there is no reputable content to return, bad information may fill the void. 
Machinations by governments aiming to deflect blame for their handling of the disease, or 
to take advantage of the opportunity to weaken a geopolitical rival, reinforced the extent to 
which nation states can spread disinformation and propaganda across the full spectrum of 
communication technologies. State media broadcast properties, state-affiliated accounts 
on social platforms (such as diplomats, journalists, influencers), and covert bot and troll 
campaigns all helped propagate false or misleading information about the pandemic. 
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In summary: a combination of massive audiences seeking information, a scarcity of quality 
information to surface, institutional failures and politicization, geopolitical agendas, and 
determined activist and conspiracist communities leveraging the pandemic to push long-
standing agendas to new audiences, created an environment in which researchers, jour-
nalists, fact-checkers, tech platforms, and civil society alike found themselves struggling to 
mitigate one misleading narrative after another. 

Without question, the COVID-19 pandemic brought many deep-rooted issues with the 
information ecosystem into stark relief. However, misinformation and disinformation narra-
tives on myriad topics have become increasingly common over the past five years. Elec-
tions and political activities remain a focus of actors who execute deliberate disinformation 
campaigns. The stakes are high. Medical misinformation can significantly impact public 
health, and political disinformation can, at minimum, erode confidence in the legitimacy of 
democratic processes. Given the risks and the stakes, governments and targeted commu-
nities alike are searching for solutions to reduce the prevalence of malign and misleading 
narratives. To meet with any degree of success, all potential stakeholders—researchers, 
civil society organizations, journalists, social media tech companies, government, and other 
communicators who are responsible for connecting with the public—will have to collabo-
rate on these solutions.

The issue of online disinformation reached mass public awareness with the Russian invasion 
of Ukraine and the discovery of Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. 
At that time, cooperation between the various stakeholders was minimal. There was some 
collaboration among them, but efforts focused primarily on countering the threat of violent 
extremism, notably the readily attributable terrorist propaganda produced by ISIL. Health 
misinformation was still widely seen as an issue of free expression, and our understanding 
of the mechanics of online political influence operations was somewhat nascent. A small 
community of academic researchers were studying the people and organizations involved in 
these campaigns, but their work relied primarily on data from public Twitter conversations. 

Access to data remains one of the overarching limitations on researchers’ and policymakers’ 
ability to understand and respond to influence operations, in terms of both proactive detec-
tion and forensic assessment. Efforts such as Social Science One and Facebook’s recent 
decision to make its CrowdTangle analytics platform available to newsrooms and academic 
researchers have improved outside access, and yet much of the available data continues to 
provide insight primarily into engagement.1 Engagement data can help researchers approxi-
mate how many people interacted with a particular piece of content or narrative, but it is not 
enough to answer important questions about what communities engaged with the content, 
whether a misinformation campaign changed the mind of a target, or whether or not a 
campaign increased polarization within a community or led people to believe or act on false 
information. That said, even though researchers might benefit from additional access, an 
offsetting factor is the significant privacy concerns associated with making certain types or 
quantities of user, community, or behavioral data available. 
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Multistakeholder cooperation offers a way forward. In an ideal scenario, we might envision a 
system in which a civil society organization or journalist flags content or accounts that seem 
anomalous. That anomalous content could be shared with a tech platform integrity team 
representative who has deep visibility into account activity on their platform. It could be 
shared with a quantitative social science researcher who has tools to assess how the con-
tent is being disseminated across platforms. If there are indications of foreign involvement, 
it might be shared with a relevant government actor who has additional insight into financial 
flows or other dynamics that might help unravel complex networks. Attribution of the opera-
tion would also be a collaborative effort. These far-reaching connections turn the process of 
detection and investigation into a multidisciplinary effort. 

Such partnerships also may be useful from the standpoint of mitigating harmful effects of 
malign narratives. The tech platforms have visibility into affected communities. Civil society 
and fact-checking organizations trusted by those communities can spearhead the process of 
countering or correcting the narrative, or empathetically communicating to people that they 
have been misled. Governments might be involved in discussions about future deterrence if 
a foreign actor was implicated. 

Collaborative, jointly-owned efforts focused on mitigating the effects of misinformation and 
disinformation in the information ecosystem exist in some semi-organized capacities. Many 
others are informal and ad hoc. All those who are involved in these efforts should be work-
ing to remove barriers that prevent them from delivering their full potential value. In a 2019 
whitepaper, Securing American Elections: Prescriptions for Enhancing the Integrity and Inde-
pendence of the 2020 U.S. Presidential Election and Beyond, the Stanford Cyber Policy Center 
noted that one such initiative was the signing of the U.S. Cybersecurity Information Sharing 
Act (CISA) of 2015, which reduced legal barriers to sharing cybersecurity threat indicators.2 
The paper’s authors offered a parallel suggestion that has yet to be implemented, but which 
democracies worldwide should consider as a means of significantly increasing access to 
data: legislatures should “establish a legal framework within which the metadata of disin-
formation actors can be shared in real-time between social media platforms, and removed 
disinformation content can be shared with academic researchers under reasonable privacy 
protections.”3 Additionally, to facilitate public-private information sharing, tech platforms 
should establish a coordinating body that enables the sharing of threat information between 
industry companies and can interface with appropriate government actors. One such model, 
used in dozens of other industries, is an ISAO (information sharing and analysis organiza-
tion) or ISAC (information sharing and analysis center).4

Although early policy papers advocated collaboration and cooperation between actors 
focused on securing democratic elections, the COVID-19 pandemic has made it clear that 
misinformation and disinformation are broader in scope and global in impact. Influence 
operations are not going to cease; adversaries will not only continue to evolve but also con-
tinue to evade the legal, policy, and technical barriers put in place to stop them. Addressing 
this challenge necessitates a whole-of-society effort—it is time we worked to enable one. 
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M ultistakeholder governance—the idea that the state, private 
sector, and civil society should jointly manage key public goods—
has for many years been the lodestar of efforts to secure the 

internet’s democratic future. But is this model a viable mechanism to 
address the challenges of a global pandemic? 

To ensure the best possible response to this worldwide public health crisis, democratic 
governments should follow an informed, principled approach that strengthens public health 
infrastructure, minimizes private data collection, and is narrowly designed for the COVID-
19 pandemic. The private sector should assist strong government leadership and support 
a public health vision, and civil society, technology, and health experts should advocate for 
technology development in the public interest.

In March 2020 alone, civil society, the private sector, and governments launched several 
noteworthy, joint public-health initiatives to respond to the COVID-19 crisis. The MIT Media 
Lab created the Private Kit: Safe Paths app with help from Harvard, Facebook, and Uber. 
Privacy International analyzed an early joint effort between a German tech startup and the 
Hannover School of Medicine. MTX Group Inc. announced it was working with the New York 
State Department of Health on New York–specific measures for the company’s donated 
COVID monitoring app.1 MIT’s Bluetooth effort (PACT) is a strong example of an early tech-
led joint effort: leadership of the project is shared among MIT institutions, the MGH Center 
for Global Health, and Harvard Medical School,2 leading to the design of the now well-known 
Google/Apple exposure notification platform for contact tracing apps that rely on Bluetooth 
to indicate proximity of exposure. However, there is no question that digital technology and 
data collection have been and are being used to expand illiberal and authoritarian regimes 
of mass surveillance and oppression. When the COVID-19 pandemic presented an unprec-
edented opportunity for those regimes to expand, groups like the American Civil Liberties 
Union and the Center for Democracy and Technology sprang into action to develop prin-
ciples for tech-assisted contact tracing and a task force on coronavirus data, respectively, 
among other advocacy efforts to ensure responsible technology use and data collection.3

As of the end of July 2020, 48 countries confirmed that they had deployed contact tracing or 
other coronavirus-related tracking apps. This information came from government or devel-
oper announcements, verifiable news sources, or published research collected by MIT.4 

Not all of these tech products, however, have altruistic public health goals at the forefront 
of their response. Some trackers have an explicitly political aim. For example, an up-to-date 
database specifically documents the privacy concerns of 154 COVID-related apps available 
on the Google Play Store.5 A helpful visualization, accompanied by a formal report, tracks 
surveillance and civil rights infringements linked to COVID-19 responses.6
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Reviewing the Implications for Democracy and Human Rights

These technological responses and criticisms demonstrate both the demand for and the 
concerns associated with public health data collection platforms. Yet as the COVID-19 
pandemic continues to affect nations worldwide, one key question appears: what are the 
rights implications of these responses? 

First, there are concerns that the novel coronavirus may never be contained with a vaccine 
and therefore will pose a persistent threat to public health—in which case society may need 
to draw lessons from other containment and contact tracing scenarios, such as that used 
for individuals with HIV/AIDS.7 Second, even before the pandemic the use of biometric data 
brought to light the need to contain the unique risks to privacy and individual liberty associ-
ated with such personal information being handed over for corporate use.8 Although advo-
cates ensured that the Google/Apple exposure notification system (in which Bluetooth is 
used to detect proximity and exposure data is stored locally on a user’s device) was narrowly 
designed for use in the COVID-19 pandemic, those tech giants now have the sole power 
over whether, if ever, they will decommission the platform and refrain from repurposing it.9 
Other persistent risks not directly related to surveillance include a general sense of public 
fear, uncertainty, and distrust toward information technology, governments, personal elec-
tronic devices, and the media. It seems the crisis has not been wasted by the many ill actors 
looking to exploit collectively vulnerable societies.

Although most technology-assisted contact tracing applications originated in the private  
sector, many have been implemented and executed by governments. Of course, differ-
ent government agencies bring different mandates, perspectives, and expertise to policy 
problems, and so the specific agencies involved are also relevant to the discussion: in 
the case of South Korea’s quarantine monitoring app, it was developed by the Ministry of 
the Interior, not the Ministry of Health and Welfare.10 In fact, most well-documented joint 
efforts at tech-enabled responses have been led by central or local governments, not by 
national health agencies. In March, the British government sought help from tech compa-
nies including Google, Palantir, Uber, Deliveroo, Amazon, Faculty AI, Microsoft, and Apple.11 
In the European Union, the European Commission called for help from telecom providers 
in March, requesting mobile location data (an alternative to Bluetooth proximity) for the 
purposes of COVID-19 response.12 The U.S. government also had early conversations with 
its powerhouse technology sector in an effort to strengthen joint responses.13

Despite this outreach, there were early derailments. In the United States, for instance, the 
decentralized state-by-state approach posed a particular challenge to joint health and tech 
efforts, which may explain why tech-assisted contact tracing did not become widespread 
there.14 In China, the AliPay Health Code app raised privacy concerns for sharing data with 
local authorities, creating trust issues among users whose authoritarian government gives 
them no obvious means to challenge the app’s use or design.15 The ways in which different 
governments approach partnerships and select companies with which to partner also have 
implications for privacy, democracy, and human rights. Partially as a result of these fac-
tors, in some cases technical design choices made by private sector partners have super-
seded those made by governments. Citizens are left to ask themselves: is it appropriate for 
unelected private corporations to control this kind of politically sensitive infrastructure?
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On the whole, many of these technology-assisted efforts to track, monitor, and contain the 
pandemic have failed in their professed goals, yet governments nonetheless continue to 
encourage their use. Unsurprisingly, watchdog organizations continue to sound the alarm 
about data privacy concerns. Privacy International describes civil society concerns about 
Colombia’s coronavirus information and identification app, developed and launched by 
the Colombian National Health Institute. Local civil society groups like Fundacion Karisma 
expressed strong concerns about the app’s surveillance potential and accessibility.16 Before 
debating any of the governance tradeoffs involved in technological interventions during the 
pandemic, one first must ask: have there been any successes? And what are the measures 
of that success? If the strengthening of public health infrastructure is the measure, there 
have been notable failures, undermined by a tug-of-war between national governments and 
private sector market power.17

In some ways, privacy issues are interconnected with larger questions about the account-
ability and ownership of these systems. In the case of the Google/Apple exposure notifica-
tion system, many countries did not use their sovereign and regulatory powers to limit tech 
companies; they took the companies’ word at face value.18 Independent researchers came 
to the same conclusion. Researchers at Trinity College in Dublin recommended that the 
Google/Apple system have more oversight: “A governance setup that imposes a similar level 
of scrutiny over both the client app component and the Google/Apple component of the 
[system] seems sensible and necessary” owing to the risk of inadequate privacy protections 
by companies, which are already subject to criticism over privacy implications.19 

Some observers have argued that preventing undue private sector influence on jointly 
governed initiatives will require “creating a complex institutional architecture” capable of 
scrutinizing technological applications and improving public technical literacy.20 Indeed, 
there are increasing calls for privacy and public health experts, such as the Pan-European 
Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing proposal, to work together to ensure proper rollout 
and continued oversight of public health technology.21 

Toward a More Perfect MultiStakeholder Approach

The key principles for tech-enabled COVID-19 interventions advocated by civil society orga-
nizations—that they be, among other things, voluntary, nonpunitive, private, nondiscrimi-
natory, and decentralized—may well be fundamentally at odds with a government-admin-
istered infrastructure that can fully control a crisis.22 If this is the case, who should navigate 
the necessary tradeoffs? The answer cannot be one sector alone. The response must 
cooperative, collaborative, and jointly managed.

What are the obvious worst things to avoid when designing multistakeholder initiatives 
for technological challenges? Certainly, joint governance can complicate coordination and 
interoperability.23 But the most serious issue to avoid is the potential to create a façade 
of accountability, one which gives the appearance of appropriate oversight while in effect 
allowing relatively free reign.24 Many multistakeholder responses fail to demonstrate appro-
priate levels of transparency. No matter how useful these responses might be, they are 
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liable to undermine inclusivity, diminish the space for civil society consultation, exacerbate 
existing inequalities (such as gender discrimination), and potentially undermine public trust 
in the public health response.25 

In sum, and for the longer term, better governed tech-assisted solutions to public health 
crises can improve the confidence of governments in their ability to respond and help check 
private sector motivations that are not aligned with the public interest. This essay has largely 
focused on countries with the best-case political climates, but further research is needed on 
outcomes and trends in nondemocratic countries and in the Global South. Another area for 
future research is the ways in which technological governance may have accelerated illiberal 
trends within democracies through a climate of digital inequality, disinformation, mass 
surveillance, and cybersecurity threats. These and other perspectives will require continued 
attention as the COVID-19 pandemic continues to have deleterious effects on individuals, 
communities, and nations around the world.
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